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Day 1:Day 1:Day 1:Day 1:    Julian, Marion, Yvonne and Barbara land at Malaga Airport a little later than 

scheduled, but a very streamlined passage to obtaining the rental vehicle means 
we pull this time back. Julian now goes to meet Roger who arrived earlier from 
Bristol and is waiting patiently in the Arrivals hall. We get back to join the others 
before leaving for the nearby Nature Reserve of Rio Guadalhorce. 

 
At the river we grab our optics and walk slowly to the bridge which crosses the 
river, seeing a Brimstone and a couple of Western Dappled White butterflies. 
There are some of the commoner birds around before we reach the first open 
hide. Here we start to ‘rack up’ the species with Greater Flamingo, Spoonbill, 
Glossy Ibis, Slender-billed Gull, Black-necked Grebe, Greenshank, Black-winged 
Stilt, Common Sandpiper and Dunlin being notable. Julian spots a Great Egret 
flying in the distance, which is also seen by Marion, followed by a Gannet – both 
are good birds to see here.  
 
Our time is limited and now we slightly retrace our steps and head to another 
observation point overlooking another, deeper lagoon. Here there are lots  
of Shoveler, along with a couple of Coot, Moorhen and Little Grebe. Julian is 
carefully going through the wildfowl and manages to find a female White-headed 
Duck, which is a real bonus. A Little Egret walks out from the reeds and  
a Kingfisher flashes across the pool, which is sadly missed by most of us.  
 
It is now late afternoon and our guide knows we still have a long drive, so we 
now start back to the parking area. We stop for a delightful flock of Serin, which 
also has Greenfinch and a couple of Spanish Sparrows. Monk Parakeets fly noisily 
over and Julian sees an Osprey in the distance, which shows well against the 
Malaga city backdrop. We continue back to the bus and quickly get ready to leave 
Malaga for our week inland. 

 
We drive away from this coastal city up and through the ‘Montes de Malaga’, 
seeing the beautiful Almond blossom in full bloom on the roadside trees. The 
journey is now all motorway, with Julian calling out Common Buzzard, 
Woodpigeon and White Wagtail as we drive north. A little further we spot our 
first Black Kite flying at the side of the road, followed by a few more over the 
agricultural fields. We are now on the outskirts of the city and Julian points out the 
historic Mesquite, one of the world’s largest mosques (with a Cathedral inside!) 
from when the ‘Moors’ ruled the country.  



Our journey continues to Andujar along the quiet motorway, which is very 
welcome as we are now pretty tired and looking forward to getting to the hotel. 
It is not long before we are driving through the town and heading up the ‘country 
road’ to the heart of the Sierra de Andujar Natural Park. We eventually reach our 
accommodation and after being let in through the main gates offload the luggage, 
to be welcomed inside. Our welcoming hosts, Laura and Louise quickly sort out 
our rooms and logistics for this rural hotel. We have a little time before dinner, 
which is wonderful, with four courses of delicious local cuisine. We do the 
checklist and soon depart to our respective rooms for a good night’s sleep. 

 
Day 2:Day 2:Day 2:Day 2:    We are ready to leave at 07:50, having had our first lovely breakfast at the hotel, 

it’s a cold crisp morning, with wonderful clear skies. We drive out to the main 
road and head up into the Sierra de Andújar, as the first vestiges of light appear  
in the east. We easily reach Los Escoriales, having seen our first Red and Fallow 
Deer, which is great and here we enjoy our first ‘fighting bulls’.  

 
 The road now turns tricky and it’s very slow progress down to the La Lancha 

valley, where we encounter a few more vehicles and their ‘Lynx-watchers’.  
We park at one of the purpose-built watchpoints and get ready for a vigil 
searching for this rare cat. Julian is keen to have a walk further down the track  
to make sure we aren’t missing anything down there. He goes and returns about 
30 minutes later, having seen a large Wild Boar and a couple of good friends from 
Scotland. We also have done okay by finding a couple of ram Mouflon in the 
distance. We now all continue to search and Julian hears the distinctive call  
of Iberian Shrike, finding it on the hillside behind us. We get fabulous scope views 
of this great bird, sat right out in the open. Things go quiet for a short while until 
Julian’s friend shouts “Lynx!” from down the metalled road.  

 
We now spring into action and head as quickly as possible to the next corner  
as more people gather. It takes a little while, sifting through the directions that are 
being spoken in Spanish, French and English until we all get on to these two 
animals. They are fairly distant, but clear through the telescope, with our guide 
explaining it’s a 7 year old female (Marta) with one of her 18 month old kits. The 
size difference is really evident, even at this distance! These two disappear after  
a while and it’s thrilled smiles all round with this success. We stay in this place and 
Julian now hears something on the hillside behind - it’s another Lynx calling!  
He scans the area and there it is only about 100m away moving through the 
vegetation and we are now getting much better views of this beautiful feline and 
even some photos – superb. Sadly it’s only a few minutes and it disappears out  
of sight, so w now try to predict where it might show again.  

 
We walk back up the road to where the minibus is parked and watch from there 
but nothing appears, although we do see our first Griffon and Black Vultures 
overhead. With the appearance of these we further scan the skies and now find 
an adult pair of Spanish Imperial Eagle. These rare predators head right towards us 
and almost pass directly overhead, which is fabulous. We stay here longer, but 
nothing much is happening, so we go for a hot drink from the back of the van.  



Once finished we see another commotion at the original place, looks like another 
Lynx has been seen. We walk back down the track, but sadly it’s disappeared but 
we wait to see if it will walk back out, which it doesn’t.  
 
It’s now after midday and ready for our lunch, plus a cold wind has blown up, 
making observation difficult. We are back into the minibus and drive slowly down 
to the mirador, where we make full use of the al-fresco facilities and take our 
lunches to the picnic table. It’s fantastic having our bocadillos while looking out  
on this wonderful panorama, plus we have Nuthatch, Chaffinch and Black Redstart 
to keep us company.  
 
Once we have finished we are back in the van as Julian has suggested we drop 
down, hopefully out of this wind. We set off, but soon stop as Julian knows of  
a Lynx latrine, right next to the road. There is some old evidence of Lynx here 
still, so we get out to take some photos just as a young Golden Eagle passes right 
overhead, being pursued by a Kestrel and another adult Spanish Imperial Eagle  
– what a morning! 

 
We now drive back up the road and through the valley, but get stopped again  
as there is another mobile Lynx being seen heading our way. It is again difficult  
to pin down, with our guide getting the only view before being lost again amongst 
the trees and bushes. The assembled people make their way further along the 
road but Julian makes the executive decision to leave, so it’s back in the van.  
We set off slowly but almost immediately stop as incredibly the Lynx appears  
at the side of the road and crosses – we are go smacked this is number four.  
 
We now head out of the valley and bounce our way up to Los Escoriales, where 
we stop for more photos of Fallow Deer, plus some new birds such as Iberian 
Green Woodpecker, Iberian Magpie, Mistle Thrush and Corn Bunting. On we 
slowly go until Barbara, who’s in the front, points into the adjacent field and says 
“look!” Julian is dumb-struck as there are two more Iberian Lynx just standing 
there in full view. They are close, they are an adult pair and they are just superb, 
as they slowly make their way over the granite boulders out of sight. Roger  
is straight out of the bus and heading back down the lane, where he quickly  
re-finds them, followed closely by Marion, Yvonne and Barbara. Julian sorts out the 
bus and gets there with them a little further away, but still looking magnificent 
together. We continue to watch on our own, in silence and in beautiful conditions 
– it is an idyllic situation. It is now six Iberian Lynx today, which is unprecedented! 
Once they are out of view we look amazed at each other, to what has just 
transpired, before walking back to the bus. 

 
We now set off again and head towards the main road, with Julian stopping again 
as he’s spotted a lovely Little Owl sat on a granite rock. We all get great views 
before we set off and out on to the tarmac road, where we head back down the 
hill. We are able to now keep going as we don’t see anything new, soon reaching 
the main road to the monastery Cabeza de la Nuestra Senora, which dominates 
this area. We turn and now drive down the equally winding road to the bridge 



over the River Jandula, where we turn off and park. It is much calmer here and 
when ready set off for a walk down to the dam wall. The river is high due  
to water being released from the hydro-electrical dam, so not great for finding 
some of our target species. Marion and Roger spot our first Cirl Buntings, 
followed by Julian seeing a Peregrine, something he rarely sees on the Sierra  
de Andujar. We keep going and over the distant hillside is an adult Golden Eagle 
soaring round, with an adult Spanish Imperial Eagle doing the same thing over 
another hill, along with more vultures.  
 
The 2.5Km walk to the dam wall is not difficult but we are all fairly tired and glad 
to get there for a rest. However, we are more grateful when Julian says he will 
walk quickly back for the minibus and come to collect us. We now wait patiently 
as he heads off and makes decent time, especially as he had to stop to look  
at a House Martin, which is an early migrant moving through. It is just before 18:00 
when we are all back in the van and heading back to the accommodation, which 
we reach 20 minutes later.  
 
Dinner is planned for 19:30, but ahead of that Julian invites us outside to look  
at some planets, with Saturn looking awesome along with Jupiter, Venus, Mars and 
the Moon – a great end to a astonishing day. 

 
Day 3:Day 3:Day 3:Day 3:    Despite it being only 15 minutes earlier for breakfast it feels much worse, as we 

bleary- eyed head for a light breakfast as we are leaving just after 07:00. We easily 
meet Julian’s deadline and we are heading away from the accommodation  
on another cold, crisp morning with clear frost on the ground.  

 
 We get to the main road and head south down to the motorway, on the winding 

roads through the extensive olive groves. Our driver and Marion see a small 
rodent cross, which is definitely a mouse and believed to be a Wood Mouse.  
At the motorway we head towards Madrid, still in darkness, but as we pass Bailen 
the sun is starting to rise above the distant mountains - it’s another beautiful 
morning. Our journey continues as we keep going, now turning north and 
eventually reaching La Carolina, where we exit and quickly find our rendezvous 
point.  

 
 Fernando our local guide for the day is already there to meet us with a smile,  

a warm welcome and the necessary 4x4 minibus. We quickly grab our things for 
the day and set off out of town, soon getting to the rural byways, which through 
the acres of olive groves here. It is now light as we pass Fernandina towards 
Vilches, going slowly as this now has become prime Iberian Lynx terrain. This fact 
is enhanced as we now see our first Rabbits of the day followed by an Iberian 
Hare, sadly the latter mammal was seen by just a couple of us! We slowly reach 
an area where Fernando had seen Lynx the previous night, hunting on the road! 
Hoping today for a repeat performance, but sadly not. We continue on stopping 
for another Hare, which also disappears quickly but at least most of us see this 
one. We now reach Vilches and our guide decides it’s time to head for the private 



estate. On we go stopping for a couple of White Storks circling above the 
minibus, which is great.  

 
On we go and soon reach the entrance track to the estate, passing a very nice 
picnic area, where we find our first Linnets of the week along with Chaffinches, 
Corn Bunting and White Wagtails. We continue passing through some wonderful 
dehesa (open pasture with scattered Holm Oaks), with herds of sheep and cows, 
such a beautiful scene. The track now starts to deteriorate into a rough track and 
we slowly bounce along this until we reach a locked gate. We enter the private 
estate and keep on this rough track through equally beautiful landscape, seeing 
Mistle Thrushes, Iberian Magpies and a cracking Iberian Green Woodpecker 
initially right next to the bus.  
 
We now slowly climb a small hill that affords us a fantastic vantage point to get 
the full effect of the whole area. It is also our second breakfast time and most 
welcome. Fernando breaks out a folding table and covers it with a table cloth 
(Julian could learn a thing or two here!!!) then sets out the food and drink. Despite 
the extra virgin olive oil being frozen, it is lovely being outside in the sunshine,  
in this wonderful location. We are here for a while before packing the van back 
up and now driving to a place near the quiet railway line, which passes through 
the estate. We grab our things, a camping chair and set off, following Fernando  
as he initially guides us through a tunnel (under the railway) and out over the 
dehesa, until we reach the edge of the Rio Guarrizes. This is where we will  
be seated for the next few hours! 

 
We are sat looking out over an area where they enhance Rabbit breeding and 
there are lots of them all over – no wonder Iberian Lynx is thriving here. There 
are also birds around, with Crag Martins patrolling the river, a few Mallard, Black 
Redstarts, White Wagtails and Stonechats. Julian spots our first Spanish Terrapin, 
as the suns rays start to warm us, but it’s still very cold in this northerly breeze. 
Julian now says “Spanish Imperial Eagle – a young bird” as he points out where  
it is and explains how different it is from the adults. Griffon Vultures start  
to appear and there are some really nice kettles of them over the far ridge.  
 
The first couple of hours pass and we occasionally leave our station to find a quiet 
spot or just to warm ourselves by walking round. We continue to see some good 
birds as the local nesting pair of adult Spanish Imperial Eagles put in an 
appearance, along with a Common Buzzard. There are at least a couple of House 
Martins amongst the much commoner Crag Martins and Julian sees a Little Grebe 
in the river, but it disappears too quickly. A little after 13:00, Fernando heads back 
to the vehicle for our lunch as we continue to search for an Iberian Lynx but 
without luck. He eventually returns, laden and sets up the table again and breaks 
out our ‘Spanish Omelette bocadillos’ plus cake, fruit and biscuits. 

 
Once lunch is done, we pack up and return to our seats, with Julian suggesting  
to our local guide we stay until 15:00 and if nothing has happened we leave and 
head to another site near La Carolina. The hour is passing and we are seeing 



much the same things, when at 14:50 Fernando excitedly says “Lynx!” He quickly 
sets up the scope for it but it’s moving and Julian notices a second animal  
– superb. The larger of the two stops again and sits down giving us another 
chance to get a view through the scope, which is great. This Lynx is wearing  
a brown neck collar (for tracking purposes) and our guide knows of her. It is  
a mother and grown kit, who have been seen regularly in this area. The mother 
now moves on and they both have gone out of sight into the deep vegetation. It’s 
a ‘cat and mouse’ game now of where and when they might reappear, as they are 
clearly heading towards us along the river. Fernando gives us his expert opinion 
on this and we focus our efforts. Several minutes pass until Julian says “I’ve got 
one and it’s much closer”, he explains its position next to the river but it’s not 
easy to see until it moved, along with the second one. Even through the 
binoculars they look great as they make their way back up the slope, under a wire 
fence and again out of sight into deep cover.  
 
Both our guides now have a quick chat as the time has gone on and if we want  
to visit the other site we need to go right now. Julian is not keen on rushing off,  
as are the rest of us, with the possibility of more sightings of these two animals. 
We wait again but nothing is showing, we get a couple of false alarms with 
Magpies chattering, Rabbits running and a Red-legged Partridge flying up, but  
no Lynx to see. We do however get a nice flock of 19 Red-billed Chough 
overhead, making their fabulous and distinctive calls. 

 
At 16:30 our guides decide it’s time to leave and we laden ourselves up and walk 
slowly back to the minibus and get some warmth back into our bodies. We now 
get into the vehicle and the heater is on full blast for a while as we drive slowly 
back through the estate, stopping for a few more Chough, with the commoner 
Jackdaws. On we go, slowly along the dirt tracks until again we reach the entrance 
gate and leave, just outside Fernando spots a Green Sandpiper, which flies up 
from a tiny pool. Sadly this wader does not return and now we make our way 
past the picnic site on to the main road and back to La Carolina, seeing a couple 
of Lesser Black-backed Gulls enroute.  
 
At the hotel we say our fond farewells to our excellent local guide and thank him 
for sharing his knowledge and experiences. It is just past 17:45 when we leave and 
head back along the motorway to Andujar, where we return along the minor 
road to the hotel. We are greeted by our hosts and get a time to reconvene from 
Julian, before heading off to our respective rooms for a hot shower and freshen 
up.  
 

Day 4:Day 4:Day 4:Day 4:    A slightly more relaxed start today as we are having a ‘day-off’ from looking for 
Iberian Lynx, heading into Castilla La Mancha for predominantly steppe species  
– our guide is hoping it goes well. We leave around 08:20 and after dropping 
down to La Quintera, we take the motorway towards Madrid. We head east 
initially, then north before reaching the border of these two regions at the 
impressive Parque Natural de Despenaperros. Over the border we now go and 
the topography of the land changes as we start to drive though large flat areas of 



agricultural land. It is a very cold, -5C on the van’s digital readout, which is evident 
outside with a heavy frost on the ground.  

 
 After a while, driving north we turn off the motorway on to a country road, which 

is very quiet after passing the crocodile roundabout! On we go seeing at the side 
of the road a pair of White Storks nesting on a huge crane, which we assume  
is out of commission. We are now in the area of Calatrava, with extensive fields 
of wheat, barley, vine and some olive but first we continue to Ciudad Real.  
We need a comfort stop, some provisions and fuel, but as we enter the city there 
is nothing evident on this route. Julian now pulls over, checks his online map  
to discover a nearby Carrefour, which is great. However as he’s doing this Marion 
skilfully finds a pair of Hoopoe at the side of the road, which is even better!  
We watch these for a minute or two before heading to the supermarket, which 
provides us with both facilities and our shopping, but sadly not the fuel. We are 
quickly back in the bus and the map shows a petrol station just a few minutes 
away – superb, but when we get there it’s closed off for a tanker arriving! On we 
go and more directions lead us to another not far away and it’s now all good,  
we can return to the Calatrava steppe.  

 
We are quickly out of the city and back into open country, where we soon pull 
off the road and park alongside a farmers track. A quick scan reveals a small mixed 
flock of Golden Plover and Lapwing, plus a large mixed flock of Skylarks with  
a few Calandra Larks – great start. We now break out the hot drinks, which are 
most welcome as it’s still cold, despite beautiful blue skies. While we’re having this 
break, Roger spots our first Marsh Harrier, which is a cracking male and there are 
also Corn Buntings, White Wagtail and Linnets. Julian now hears a familiar sound 
and spots four Black-bellied Sandgrouse flying into the far side of the adjacent 
ploughed field, but they are a long way off – however it’s still encouraging.  
 
We finish our refreshments and get back in the minibus, now driving slowly along 
the track, checking as we go and more finches, buntings and larks. We haven’t 
gone too far before Julian says “I think I have some sandgrouse?” It is difficult  
to tell looking into the sun but he’s pretty sure the shapes are moving, so we edge 
forward in the van. We manage to get closer without disturbing them and our 
guide checks again, as we still cannot see anything. He now excitedly says “it’s  
a big flock of Pin-tailed Sandgrouse, must be 70+!” He describes where they are, 
but they are still difficult in the back to see with the blacked-out windows. Julian 
agrees we need to get out and put the telescope on them, so we carefully all get 
out, get a much better view as they shuffle along feeding. We realise they are 
okay with us here and relax, scanning around with another Marsh Harrier and 
Kestrel to see. Some of the sandgrouse have flown up having been disturbed and 
Julian immediately spots a large raptor coming over, which is an absolutely 
cracking adult Golden Eagle. Barbara thinks this is superb as it circles round 
showing it’s gorgeous self against a brilliant blue sky. As it starts to move away  
it scares up a group of four Black-bellied Sandgrouse, that fly round right in front 
of where we are standing, showing clearly why they have got this name as they 



pass right in front of us. It is smiles all round, as we have just has one of those 
watching wildlife moments that will stay in the memory for a long time.  

 
We now get back in the bus and continue along the track, turning off at some 
random junction because our driver thinks it ‘looks good’. We go on, now seeing 
a Common Buzzard, more Calandra Larks, Linnets and Goldfinches until we reach 
the crest of this undulating ground. In the distance Julian sees some shapes in  
a field and confirms they are our first Great Bustards! We know we can easily 
drive closer without disturbing them, which we do and soon get some fabulous 
looks of this large flock. We keep driving slowly forward and stop at the top  
of the next rise as there is another slightly smaller flock, much closer and aware  
of our presence. Many of these now fly up and land further away in the next set 
of fields, but a few remain and we manage to edge closer and get within 
photographable distance, but now the heat haze is becoming an issue! We cannot 
turn round so have to continue making these fly too, but only to join their 
colleagues in the next field. This has been astonishing and again Barbara is thrilled 
as she has only seen a few of these huge birds at the reintroduction site  
on Salisbury Plain – today we’ve seen 117.  

 
Our drive continues, with Marion requesting a Crested Lark, which we duly 
deliver with Yvonne finding a couple along a minor track. We follow this and get 
some good views, but we also find a male Marsh Harrier surrounded by Magpies 
as it feeds on something – fascinating. We now keep going along this minor track, 
but stop for another large raptor circling in the distance - it’s an immature Spanish 
Imperial Eagle, what a morning we are having. We try to get closer but the track  
is a dead end, so Julian has to reverse and carefully turn round with Roger’s help 
before exiting.  
 
It is now lunchtime and our guide has a particular place in mind, so we make our 
way back to the main road and then a short distance to his parking place, looking 
out over similar habitat. The bocadillos are distributed, with most of us sitting in 
the bus to eat them but Julian and Barbara decide they would like to stand in the 
sunshine at the back of the bus. There is a huge mixed flock of Calandra Larks and 
Skylarks in the next field and also a small group of Black-bellied Sandgrouse 
feeding at the back of the adjacent field, but generally it’s quiet. However we 
enjoy our picnic lunch and after we’ve all finished, pack up and get ready to set off. 
Julian is just about to get in and sees a grey underwing with black tips and shouts 
“Hen Harrier”, so the doors fly open. The bird now flies up into full view and it’s  
a gorgeous adult male Marsh Harrier, which is still great and goes to show anyone 
can make mistakes with identification! 

 
We do now set off and before we leave this wonderful area completely we make 
one last tour round the nearby fields, where we find more Great Bustards – an 
apt way to finish this portion of the day. Back on the main road, we drive south  
to Calzada de Calatrava, where we turn off again towards the castle. It isn’t long 
before the magnificent Castillo de Calatrava is in full view and resplendent against 
the blue sky. We soon reach the turn off to the metalled road, stopping to read 



the signage about this and the adjacent ruined convent built in the 13th Century. 
Once ready we start to drive slowly up the steep, winding path to the parking 
area, seeing a couple of Hawfinches, Chaffinches and Blackbirds along the way. 
Julian allows anyone to go up to look inside the castle, which Yvonne and Barbara 
do, but sadly it’s closed today.  
 
Once we are all back in the car park, with Griffon Vultures passing overhead we 
start to walk slowly back down the road. It is lovely out of the wind and in the 
afternoon sunshine, getting good views of several Black Redstarts, Robins and  
a few Serin. A little way down Julian spots a Thekla Lark, that quickly drops out  
of sight, before we see a Rock Bunting do exactly the same thing. A little further 
and a male Black Wheatear appears, but flies out of sight before we all get a view, 
so we wait and get rewarded with a slightly browner female, which is fabulous, 
being one of our main target species here.  
 
We keep going down the hill slowly seeing a couple more Hawfinches, before 
Julian calls out “Sparrowhawk” as it flies across the track and away, with only 
Yvonne getting to see it. Just after this point Julian leaves us and walks back up to 
the car park for the minibus and we continue down slowly, being picked up 20 
minutes later, to the news he’d seen a lovely male Blue Rock Thrush on the way 
back up – c’est la vie.  
 
We now all drive back down to the main road and start our long journey back to 
Andujar. It is pretty quiet to the motorway, seeing just a couple of Iberian Shrikes 
on the roadside overhead wires. We now head south, but just after the border  
of Castilla La Mancha and Andalucia we encounter serious traffic, with some 
congestion. It is three huge wind turbine blades being transported somewhere, 
which is preventing some vehicles overtaking them, especially on corners as they 
need a wide sweep. We manage to get past and the rest of the journey back  
is seamless, getting to the hotel around 18:15.  
 
We have an hour to freshen before reconvening for the checklist and another 
delicious meal in our cellar dining room. 

 
Day 5:Day 5:Day 5:Day 5:    We are back to the earlier departure this morning and in the dark we set off for 

the main road through the Natural Park. It actually feels slightly warmer today, but 
that myth is dispelled as we traverse our way down towards the Rio Jandula, with 
the bus’s thermometer reading -5C and a heavy frost on the ground!  

 
 We reach the entrance to Encinarejos and now drive slowly along the edge of the 

river as the mist rises from the water, making visibility an issue at the dam wall. 
We park and quietly make our way on to the bridge as it’s now starting to get 
lighter, but still the mist is all around. We are almost wearing every piece of 
clothing we have packed, apart from Julian who knew how cold this area could get 
in January – but this is Southern Spain?  

 



 We now keep vigil, silently and patiently on the bridge in these freezing cold 
conditions hoping for an Otter to appear. The mist is thinning out and we can 
now see a few birds flitting about and definitely hearing Cetti’s Warblers and 
Wren (both seen by Roger). Julian spots our first female Grey Wagtail of the 
week, which is soon followed by a very handsome male just below us. We are 
now joined by another couple of people also hoping to see Otter, but they are 
more interested in making conversation! The minutes tick by and the cold is now 
starting to encroach on our bodies, but we remain vigilant and more so when  
a large wildlife group arrive. The sun is now starting to peek over the adjacent 
hillside and hopes of some relief from the cold along with the views of Blackcap, 
Chiffchaff, Sardinian Warbler and Spotless Starling. The large wildlife-watching 
group soon depart as the sun is now warming us, but the extremities are still 
needing more so a couple of us go for a short walk.  

 
 A Moorhen and Cormorant cause a bit of excitement, but generally it’s quiet with 

just a few people left looking. Julian is conscious of this and at 10:00 suggests we 
go and get a hot drink from the back of the van – there is no argument. We now 
happily stand in the sunshine, with our coffee, teas and banana until Julian hears  
a familiar call – Firecrest. We move to the adjacent bushes and there are actually 
three of these delightful gems flitting around amongst the foliage. We get some 
wonderful looks at them before they finally disappear, when Yvonne and Marion 
revisit the bridge. Julian finishes packing up and joins them with Barbara and 
Yvonne mentioning some ripples in the water. Our guides alarm bells ring as he 
sees the water movement at the edge but cannot see its source. He hurriedly 
finds a better position off the bridge and now sees the head of an Otter 
swimming away close to the edge of the river. It is out of sight before anyone else 
gets there, so he suggests we get in the bus and drive down the river to a known 
fishing place for these aquatic mammals.  

 
 We are quite streamlined in our actions and soon enough we are driving back 

along the river to another watchpoint. We get out and go to the water’s edge but 
there is no sign or sound of the Otter, even after extensive searching, which is  
a great shame. 

 
Julian now suggests a walk and we set off along the road, stopping initially for  
a Great Spotted Woodpecker, followed by good views of a Short-toed 
Treecreeper. A mixed flock of tits move through the Holm Oaks, which are 
predominantly Long-tailed but also Great and Blue Tits. Our guide now hears 
another of our targets – Crested Tit and after a bit of searching manage to get 
some decent looks.  
 
We continue our walk, looking at the lovely Hoop Petticoat Daffodil before 
reaching the top of the small slope. From this vantage point we start to see our 
first vultures, with both Griffon and Black together making for a good comparison. 
A pair of Common Buzzards are vocal over the near pine trees, but in the 
distance Julian and Barbara spot a male Goshawk doing it’s distinctive display flight 
before disappearing into the trees below.  



We now keep walking back down the slope, seeing many of the more common 
species, before coming across a small flock of Cirl Buntings and a large flock  
of Iberian Magpies. It is just after noon and Julian says he will now walk back for 
the minibus and we can have our picnics at one of the granite table and benches 
along this stretch – good man! While he is gone we keep looking around, with 
Roger finding a Mallard in the river and Marion her first White Wagtail of the day. 
Around 30 minutes later our guide is back with the lunches and we have chosen 
our table, which is still in the sunshine despite now some scattered cloud. During 
lunch we remain observant, with us first hearing and then seeing a pair of Spanish 
Imperial Eagles, along with a third bird. Julian is puzzled slightly by this one until  
it gets nearer and he shouts “Goshawk” It almost flies right over us, affording good 
views of it’s large frame, large wings and rounded tail. Very pleased with this good 
view we return to our lunch and discussions on various topics. 

 
Around 14:00, we leave Encinarejos and now drive all the way up to Escoriales, 
with large numbers of vultures kettling (circling) over the Peregrinos viewpoint. 
We see our first Red Deer just before we reach the ‘fighting bulls’ area, stopping 
now to look at a pair of Little Owls in their usual place. We drive very slowly 
now, seeing Corn Buntings, Serin, Chaffinch and a Hoopoe, which is well received. 
There are lots of Fallow Deer too and some Lynx-watchers, but no sign of any 
cats today so far. We keep going, bouncing along this nightmare track until we 
reach the La Lancha valley, where we encounter more Lynx-watchers, who’d had 
some success earlier in the day – we will be back later.  
 
We drive on down the valley, stopping at our al fresco comfort stop before going 
down past the deserted village. Just beyond we encounter a small group of 
Spanish Ibex right next to the road, which is brilliant as we get some great photos 
with just our mobile phones! This group of young males, females and young  
is superb, definitely one of today’s highlights. On we soon go, until we reach the 
dam wall, where we park and get ourselves armed with torches for a visit to the 
‘bat cave’. We head out, walking slowly across this incredible stone structure from 
the 1920’s/30’s, seeing a few Crag Martins overhead and another ibex working its 
way across the rocky slope (with such ease). We enter the tunnel and slowly 
make our way through, checking every hole and crevice and by the time we have 
finished we have found several roosting Daubentons and a rarer Schrieber’s Bat  
– very nice in these cold conditions. Back out of the cave we head back across the 
dam wall, stopping for a male Blue Rock Thrush on the central building.  

 
It is nearly 16:00 when we get back to the bus and now head back up to the La 
Lancha. As we arrive we get word a couple of Lynx have been seen, so we keep 
going until we are at the head of the valley. There are lots of people milling 
around but no sign of any Lynx at the moment, but we join in the search, by 
splitting up a little. We are there about 30 minutes when there is a commotion 
and we all react by heading that way, constantly watching the terrain. We stand 
now and after a couple of minutes a Spanish neighbour sees it – followed by most 
of us. It is a young animal and presumed to be one of Marta’s off-spring as she was 
seen earlier with another of her three grown kits. This animal soon disappears and 



we stay where we are in the hope of another showing itself. The trail goes a bit 
cold and we start to again spread out, with Julian walking much further along the 
road. While he’s away a couple of Wild Boar is spotted, with the finder very kindly 
allowing us a look before they too disappear. Julian gets back to this good news 
and we stay here again for a while longer, but around 17:45 we agree to head 
home.  
 
The walk to the van is punctuated with stops for a Hawfinch and three Thekla 
Larks, which is a huge surprise to Julian, having never seen them here before.  
In fact our guide thought they were Song Thrush before one landed on a rock  
in full view, much to the amusement of Roger.  
 
We get to the bus and set off, driving slowly up to Escoriales where we first stop 
for more Fallow Deer, then a small flock of Mouflon, with both rams and ewes  
in it – a great way to end the day. The drive now is pretty quiet and we don’t 
stop again until we reach the hotel, it has been another eventful and interesting 
day on the Sierra de Andujar. 

 
Day 6:Day 6:Day 6:Day 6:    We have breakfast a little later today and set off as it’s starting to get light,  

on another beautiful morning. We drive down through the olive groves to the 
motorway, again seeing a heavy frost lying on the ground. Once on the motorway 
we quickly make our way east towards Ubeda, where we now join a minor road 
to Cazorla.  

 
 We travel through more olive plantations; in fact they can be seen for miles  

in every direction! Although the snow-capped mountains of the Sierra Nevada 
make for a lovely backdrop to the south. Our progress is slowed by farm tractors 
on the road, but soon enough we reach the outskirts of Cazorla where we stop 
for a welcome comfort break. Once back into the van we head up and through 
this mountain town continuing up through other villages until we reach the 
entrance to the Sierra de Cazorla natural park.  

 
Our first stop is soon after entering the Park, at the interestingly named Puerto de 
Palomas (Pigeon Port), where we get out and marvel at the Reserve’s incredible 
scenery. The views around this gorgeous valley are fabulous and our cameras try 
to reflect this, but it’s difficult. Julian is also keen to try and locate one of the days 
target species – Alpine Accentor, which he’s seen previously in winter. Sadly he 
cannot see any, but as he checks around the mirador he does find a pair  
of Black Wheatears, which is brilliant, with Roger getting some excellent photos. 
We continue searching, with the guide now spotting a lone Spanish Ibex on the 
rocks below and there are also Griffon Vultures flying by below us.  
 
It is generally quiet so we move on and drive slowly along these winding country 
roads up past the source of the River Guadalquivir, stopping for a couple of ‘black’ 
Red Squirrels. The tarmac road becomes metalled as we continue slowly up 
towards Nava de San Pedro, seeing a trio of Jays cross the track. The freezing 



weather is very evident as we pass impressive ice formations along the way, but 
soon enough we are stopping to look for another major target – Lammergeier.  

 
We get out of the minibus and the cloudless blue skies are also vulture-less, but 
Marion does hear, then see our first Carrion Crow. Julian suggests we make 
ourselves a hot drink, but the bad news is there are no cups! He now suggests we 
walk down to a café/bar near the Lammergeier introduction site about 200m 
away – sounds good to us. As we set off we see a bird shuffling around under  
a tree, which is a Dunnock and a little further we happen on several Woodlark 
feeding around the leaf litter. This is fabulous but is totally out-shadowed as we 
start to see Griffon Vultures dropping out of the sky, down to the ground. They 
are coming from all directions and drooping their undercarriage as they near terra 
firma – absolutely fascinating! We can only surmise that there has been some 
dead meat left out around the introduction site as Marion finds our first Red Kite 
circling around this area. The Griffon Vultures just keep coming and now Julian 
shouts “Lammergeier” and excitedly points towards this all dark (probably) first 
year bird flying in just above the tree line. It is with a Griffon, which is brilliant for 
comparing the two species and we watch it circle round for several minutes.  
It doesn’t go down to the ground as all the vultures are now peeling away,  
so presumably the carcass meat has been finished. This is one of those events that 
will last in the memory for a long time!  
 
We still haven’t had our hot drink and sadly the bar looks (and is) closed, so we 
now walk back up to the minibus. Here we grab ourselves some water and 
continue to search the skies, with Julian finding two more Lammergeiers amongst 
the Griffon Vultures (one radio tagged immature and one sub-adult), with the 
latter individual being buzzed by a Peregrine, which looks tiny in comparison.  
We stay here a while longer, seeing a couple of Ravens, Serin, Long-tailed and 
Blue Tits, plus hearing a Firecrest. 

 
It is now midday and our guide suggests we continue higher up on to the sierra, 
to an equally stunning lunch spot – sounds great to us. It’s a slow but stunning 
drive up, with every turn producing another incredible, jaw-dropping vista. We see 
our first Red Deer, but not our hoped for Red Fox, which have become slightly 
habituated here, with people feeding them. The journey produces a couple of 
Mistle Thrushes, Black Redstart, Greenfinch and Chaffinch, eventually getting there 
45 minutes later. We park with this wonderful view ahead of us of a huge 
limestone massif – Monte Navahonda, which is where the Lammergeier’s first 
freely bred after the reintroduction – who can blame them, it’s stunning. We grab 
our lunches and finding a suitable seat on one of the low boulders, listening to the 
sound of Coal and Crested Tits in the surrounding conifers. The words ‘pinch me, 
I think I’m dreaming’ comes to mind! We stay here eating our lunches and 
watching the Griffs patrol the limestone ridge until we are ready to go, but it’s 
difficult as we tear ourselves away. 

 
We now set off slowly back down the mountain, but it isn’t long before we are 
stopping a few Red Deer at the side of the road. We soon continue, but our 



journey is again interrupted by a Great Spotted Woodpecker on a dead tree, 
along with a few other birds around the trees here. We decide to get out and 
check these out, finding only more Chaffinches, Mistle Thrush and Dunnock. Julian 
looks up and sees the familiar shape of another Lammergeier, which is a superb 
adult actually showing why it’s also called a Bearded Vulture and we watch it circle 
round right above our heads – superb! Once it’s drifted out of sight we climb back 
in the minibus and keep going dropping back down to Nava de San Pedro, 
marvelling at every corner the stunning views we are greeted with.  
 
Just beyond Nava we stop to get some photos of some roadside ice formations, 
followed by another photo stop for a small herd of Fallow Deer again close to the 
road. We now soon reach another mirador (Poyos de Mesa) where we get out 
and start scanning the immediate area. It is fairly quiet initially, with just a few 
Griffon Vultures over the adjacent ridge, but then a wonderful adult Golden Eagle 
drifts over, showing very well its distinctive shape. This is clearly the highlight  
of this stop, which doesn’t produce anything else, until we start back to the 
parking place when a small bird on the track draws our attention. It’s and fabulous 
‘humbug-headed’ male Rock Bunting, which is happily feeding away. Roger is keen 
to get an image and politely asks if he can edge forward to get a better shot. He 
does this very well and gets within a few meters, getting some potentially stunning 
photos of this equally stunning bird.  
 
We now get back into the bus and continue down the mountain, again stopping 
at the Puerto de Palomas viewpoint, to see if anything more was around. Sadly  
it is quiet here and after a few more scenery photos we decide to leave and now 
exit this fabulous Natural Park. 

 
We head down towards Cazorla, with Julian promising us a hot drink and just 
outside La Iruela we stop at the aptly named Hotel San Julian. It has been a few 
years since our guide was last here but the ‘camarero’ remembered him, which  
is lovely. We thoroughly enjoy this welcome break and now ready for the long 
drive back to the Sierra de Andujar. We set off and drop down through Cazorla 
and then back out on to the winding roads to Ubeda, where we join the 
motorway. The journey from here is seamless and after an hour we are back  
at the hotel in plenty of time to freshen up ahead of our evening meal. 

 
Day 7:Day 7:Day 7:Day 7:    Our final full day and it’s another cold one, once we’ve had our breakfast we are 

leaving the hotel at 07:50. Julian’s plan today is first to go to Encinarejos for 
another try for European Otter. As we drive down to the Jandula River bridge the 
frost on the ground is again very evident and the reading on the display is -5C!  

 
 We reach the river and turn off the main road to the dam wall, where we park 

and get ready for a potential cold wait for this aquatic mammal. We join a few 
others on the bridge and the scene is very atmospheric with some mist rising from 
the water, but still our visibility is good. We barely have time to get cold when  
a ripple in the water has Julian and Yvonne interested – was it a fish? Julian 
winders his search and sees the distinctive head shape of an Otter break the 



surface and it’s in a good position near some rocks. The directions are good and 
very quickly we are all watching it splashing around in the cold river, which  
is fantastic for Barbara who was disappointed to miss it previously. We continue 
to watch as it slowly makes its way back to some other rocks and climbs out  
of the water – this is brilliant as it’s now in full view. It doesn’t stay too long here 
before getting back into the river and moving downstream even further and out 
of sight – what a result! We stay on the bridge for a bit longer but as Julian says 
it’s ‘job done’ and we are pleased to be back in the bus getting warm.  

 
 We now head away from Encinarejos, back to the main road and back towards 

Los Escoriales. We make a slow drive up the winding road, on this now beautiful 
sunny morning, but still cold and instead of turning off to the ‘fighting bulls’ area 
we continue straight on. This is a track Julian knows, which is quiet but still it’s the 
weekend and there are a few vehicles around. Roger has asked if we could try for 
Great Spotted Cuckoo and this is the best place to find the first returning birds 
from Africa - it’s a long shot but who knows.  

 
 We pass some classic ‘dehesa’, where we see our first Rabbit along with Iberian 

Magpies, Corn Bunting and Mistle Thrush. The track heads back down hill and the 
signage suggests Iberian Lynx are on this estate, which Julian confirms being one 
he has visited previously. The views are stunning up here, looking out towards the 
snow-capped peaks of the Sierra Nevada mountains. We continue to drive down, 
where we reach an open area where Julian points out a few man-made Rabbit 
warrens, with their clay pipe entrances sticking out of the ground. It is a lovely 
place with sheep and cattle, so we decide to break out the hot drinks and sit  
on the granite rocks in the sunshine. It’s wonderful to sit listen to the birds, with 
flicks of Serin, lots of Mistle Thrush and Black Redstarts. However as we are just 
about to leave the local landowner/farmer comes over and asks us to go, as it is 
‘propiedad privado’ – so we duly oblige!  

 
 We now continue our slow drive down the hill, stopping periodically to look  

at Red Deer, birds and farm animals. Roger spots a Hoopoe and there are 
Woodlark, Corn Bunting and Stonechat, plus there are some very impressive 
mixed finch flocks of mainly Chaffinch plus Greenfinch, Linnet and Serin.  
We eventually get to the entrance gate to the private estate and turn round, 
looks like we will have a admit defeat on the cuckoos! It is nearing midday as we 
start back up the track seeing much the same species as we did on the way down. 
It takes a while but we get back to Los Escoriales where we stop to look for Little 
Owl, but no ones home. 

 
We now continue on to the rough track through this private estate, stopping for  
a Green Sandpiper in the stream and a nice herd of male Fallow Deer before 
getting to a sheltered corner for lunch. We settle down and enjoy our bocadillos 
in the warm sunshine, with a few Honey Bees buzzing around. Julian hears  
a familiar call and points out a pair of Spanish Imperial Eagles gliding overhead, 
which is superb. Roger has gone for a walk down the track, seeing Red-legged 



Partridge, Sardinian Warbler and an Iberian Green Woodpecker. We spend an 
hour here hoping for an Iberian Lynx but it’s clearly quiet with no cats around.  
 
Julian now suggests we return to the hotel for an hour to allow Roger, Marion and 
Yvonne to use the bird hide and Barbara to have a rest after a poor nights sleep. 
This is agreed and on we go back out from Los Escoriales, this time catching  
up with a Little Owl on its usual granite rock. We drop down to the hotel on this 
lovely afternoon where Julian shows us where the photographic hide is and a time 
to reconvene.  
 
Roger and Marion initially go to the hide where they sit patiently and take pictures 
of the commoner garden species such as Nuthatch, Chaffinch, Great and Blue Tit, 
giving way to Yvonne after about an hour, who is very lucky by adding Crested Tit 
to this list! Barbara gets some much-needed rest and our guide keeps busy by 
cleaning the minibus inside and out.  
 
Around 16:00 we leave the hotel grounds and head back down to the river 
where we park and make a walk along this track looking for butterflies.  
We haven’t gone far when Marion says “Clouded Yellow” as one flies by, this  
is then followed by Julian and Roger spotting first a beautiful Small Copper, 
followed by a couple of Small Heath and another Clouded Yellow. We check the 
vegetation on the ‘composite’ banking and find an Iberian Wall Lizard, which  
is great. As Roger says “who doesn’t like a herp!”  
 
The walk slowly continues, with both Black and Griffon Vultures overhead on this 
still warm afternoon, before Julian leads us out on to some rocks that stick out 
into the river. He now leaves us here as he’s kindly gong back for the minibus, 
which is great. He returns after about 30 minutes to the news that all we have 
seen is Grey Wagtail, Moorhen, Cormorants, and Mallard, sadly no Kingfisher  
as hoped for. We now all sit together in this lovely peaceful place in relative 
silence, to see if an Otter will make an appearance or even a Lynx but its quiet 
and now starting to get cold. Julian decides we will leave as the sun drops below 
the horizon, as we all still need to get ready to leave tomorrow.  
 
We soon get back to the minibus and drive back to the hotel for one last time, 
getting there around 18:45, with a dinner time 45 minutes later. It’s another 
fabulous meal provided by our hosts, followed by our final checklist and the recap 
on this fabulous week, with our favourite species, place and moment. These are 
difficult as there have been so many and we thank Julian for all his hard work, 
before heading off to our rooms to sleep one last time. 

 
Day 8:Day 8:Day 8:Day 8:    We have to be at Malaga Airport before midday, so we are packed and ready  

to leave by 08:30, giving a fond farewell to our wonderful hostess Laura, who’s 
worked tirelessly. We drive slowly along the track to the minor road and then 
down to Andujar, turning off to the motorway. The journey to Córdoba is easy, 
with very little traffic on the road being a Sunday and as we reach and pass the 
city we see White Storks stood on their nests and a few silhouetted Red Kites 



passing overhead. We now turn south seeing Common Buzzards and a Raven  
at the side of the motorway, before stopping for fuel and a comfort break near 
Antequera. Our journey continues towards the airport getting there in good time 
for our flight home. We say goodbye to Roger who’s on a later flight to Bristol 
before heading to the check-in desk. 

    
Species of the TripSpecies of the TripSpecies of the TripSpecies of the Trip    
Roger – Iberian Lynx/Pin-tailed Sandgrouse 
Marion – Iberian Lynx/all the raptors 
Yvonne – Iberian Lynx/Blue Rock Thrush 
Barbara – Iberian Lynx/Great Bustard 
Julian – Iberian Lynx/Lammergeier 
 
Place of the TripPlace of the TripPlace of the TripPlace of the Trip    
Roger – Calatrava Steppe 
Marion – Sierra de Cazorla 
Yvonne – Nava de San Pedro 
Barbara – Castillo de Calatrava 
Julian – Calatrava Day 
 
Magic MomentMagic MomentMagic MomentMagic Moment    
Roger – The Lynx pair at Los Escoriales  
Marion – The Lynx pair at Los Escoriales  
Yvonne – Seeing the first Lynx at La Lancha 
Barbara – Seeing the Otter on the second attempt 
Julian – The vultures at Nava de San Pedro 

 
 
 
  



BIRDSBIRDSBIRDSBIRDS 
Shelduck 
Mallard 
Shoveler 
White-headed Duck 
Red-legged Partridge 
Black-necked Grebe 

Little Grebe 
Gannet 
Cormorant 
Cattle Egret 
Little Egret 
Great Egret 
Grey Heron 

Spoonbill 
Glossy Ibis 
White Stork 
Greater Flamingo 
Osprey 
Griffon Vulture 
Black Vulture 

Golden Eagle 
Spanish Imperial Eagle 
Red Kite 
Black Kite 
Marsh Harrier 
Common Buzzard 
Goshawk 

Sparrowhawk 
Peregrine 
Common Kestrel 
Moorhen 
Common Coot 
Great Bustard 
Black-winged Stilt 

Lapwing 
Golden Plover 
Dunlin 
Green Sandpiper 
Common Sandpiper 
Greenshank 
Redshank 

Slender-billed Gull 
Black-headed Gull 
Lesser Black-backed Gull 
Western Yellow-legged Gull 
Pin-tailed Sandgrouse 
Black-bellied Sandgrouse 
Feral Pigeon 

Woodpigeon 
Collared Dove 
Tawny Owl (heard only) 

 
Little Owl 
Monk Parakeet 
Hoopoe 
Kingfisher (Julian only) 
Iberian Green Woodpecker 
Great Spotted Woodpecker  

Crested Lark 
Thekla Lark 
Skylark 
Calandra Lark 
Woodlark 
Crag Martin 
House Martin 

White Wagtail 
Grey Wagtail 
Dunnock 
Robin 
Black Redstart 
Stonechat 
Song Thrush 

Mistle Thrush 
Blackbird 
Blackcap 
Sardinian Warbler 
Zitting Cisticola (heard only) 
Cetti’s Warbler 
Common Chiffchaff 

Firecrest 
Wren 
Great Tit 
Blue Tit 
Coal Tit 
Crested Tit 
Long-tailed Tit 

Nuthatch 
Iberian Grey Shrike 
Iberian Magpie 
Magpie 
Jay 
Carrion Crow 
Jackdaw 

Red-billed Chough 
Raven 
Spotless Starling 
House Sparrow 
Spanish Sparrow 
Chaffinch 
Linnet 

Goldfinch 
Greenfinch 
Serin 

 
Hawfinch 
Cirl Bunting  
Rock Bunting 
Corn Bunting 
 
MAMMALSMAMMALSMAMMALSMAMMALS    

Iberian (Pardel) Lynx 
Rabbit 
Iberian Hare 
Red Deer 
Fallow Deer 
Mouflon 
Red Fox 

Wild Boar 
Daubenton 
Schrieber’s Bat 
European Otter 
Spanish Ibex 
Red Squirrel 
Wood Mouse 

 
REPTILES/AMPHIBIANSREPTILES/AMPHIBIANSREPTILES/AMPHIBIANSREPTILES/AMPHIBIANS    
Iberian Wall Lizard 
Spanish Terrapin 
Iberian Water Frog (heard only) 
 
BUTTERFLIES/INSECTSBUTTERFLIES/INSECTSBUTTERFLIES/INSECTSBUTTERFLIES/INSECTS    

Small Heath 
Small Copper 
Western Dappled White 
Clouded Yellow 
Brimstone 
Yellow Underwing moth 
Honey Bee 

 
PLANTSPLANTSPLANTSPLANTS    
Common Jonquil 
Hoop Petticoat Narcissus 
Angel Tears Narcissus 
Storksbill 
Milkvetch 

Crocus nevadensis 
Green Hellibore 
Spurge 
Rosemary 
French Lavender 
Gum Cistus 
Bermuda Buttercup 

Wild Asparagus 
Strawberry Tree 
Mistletoe 

 
 


